Abstract-In this paper we present a cyclotomic approach to the construction of all binary duadic codes of prime lengths. We calculate the number of all binary duadic codes for a given prime length and that of all duadic codes that are not quadratic residue codes. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for p such that all binary duadic codes of length p are quadratic residue (Q.R.) codes. We also show how to determine some weights of duadic codes with the help of cyclotomic numbers.
, [17] . Duadic codes include the quadratic residue codes. They were introduced and studied by Leon, Masley, and Pless [9] , Leon [10] , Pless [15] , and Pless, Masley, and Leon [16] , where a number of properties are described. Also all binary duadic codes of length until are described in [16] . In addition, Pless, Masley, and Leon showed that there are duadic codes of prime length which are not quadratic residue (Q.R.) codes.
As an example, we consider the case Let
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The first splitting gives Q.R. codes, while the other three splittings give six equivalent duadic codes of minimum weight , which are not Q.R. codes and are not equivalent to Q.R. codes (see Example 4 for their weight distribution, and [17, p. 82 for an explanation about why they are not equivalent to Q.R. codes; see also [16] ). These six duadic codes with odd weights are actually equivalent to the punctured ReedMuller (RM) code. Their even-weight subcodes have minimum distance .
Though many properties of duadic codes have been proved, the following problems are open.
Q1: For a given prime , how many duadic codes are there? Q2: For which primes are there duadic codes of length which are not quadratic residue codes? Q3: How can we construct them efficiently? Q4: What is the automorphism group of duadic codes other than Q.R. codes? In this paper we solve problems Q1, Q2, and Q3 completely and determine a large subgroup of the automorphism group of duadic codes. We investigate the existence problem of cyclotomic duadic codes of certain orders. We also show how to determine some weights in binary duadic codes with the help of cyclotomic numbers of various orders.
Our study of duadic codes is motivated by the following interesting facts.
1) Generator matrices of duadic codes are given by their easily computed idempotent generators. All numerical examples show that duadic codes of prime lengths have a square-root bound on their minimum weight. But it is proven only that duadic codes that are not Q.R. codes have a square-root bound on their minimum odd weight.
For properties of duadic codes we refer to [9] , [10] , [15] , and [16] . 2) Duadic codes could be the best class of cyclic codes of certain lengths. For example, consider and all binary cyclic codes of length and dimension . There are four cyclic binary codes up to equivalence, one is the Q.R. code and the other is duadic, not Q.R. Both of these have minimum weight , the other two codes have minimum weights and . 3) Another example of good duadic codes that are not Q.R. codes are the codes, which have higher minimum weight than the quadratic residue code of the same length [16] . Further the and duadic codes have higher minimum weights than the quadratic residue codes of the same lengths [16] and indeed are the best codes known of their length [1] . 4) Some duadic codes are related to other interesting classes of known codes [16] . This has already been mentioned earlier when we introduced the example about duadic codes of length and dimension . 5) Every self-dual extended cyclic binary code is the extended code of a duadic code [16, p. 10] .
II. ALL DUADIC CODES OF PRIME LENGTHS ARE CYCLOTOMIC Let be a prime, and let be a primitive root modulo . The cyclotomic classes of order are defined as where denotes the multiplicative group generated by . The cyclotomic numbers of order are defined as Let denote the ring with integer addition and integer multiplication modulo . Let be such that 1) ; 2) there is at least one nonzero element satisfying
where . Set
Lemma 1:
and .
Proof:
The rest is similarly proved. The following conclusion follows clearly from the above discussion.
Theorem 4:
If (1) and (2) are satisfied or (1) and are satisfied, is a splitting of given by and gives four duadic codes.
These codes are called cyclotomic duadic codes of order . Later we shall investigate cyclotomic duadic codes of certain orders. We now prove that all binary duadic codes of prime lengths are cyclotomic. To this end, we need a number of auxiliary results.
It is known that duadic codes of prime length exist if and only if is of one of the forms for some [9] . So in this paper we always assume that is of such form.
Theorem 5- [9] , [16] : Of the four duadic codes described in Theorem 4 two have dimension and two have dimension . When , the codes of dimension are self-orthogonal and the extensions of the codes of dimension are self-dual. When , the extended codes are duals of each other.
Let
denote the multiplicative order of modulo . This lemma shows that constructing duadic codes of lengths is equivalent to finding all such described in Lemma 11. Due to symmetry we require that . There are possible subsets containing with cardinality . Some of them satisfy the condition of Lemma 11, while others do not. Computing and describing all such according to Lemma 11 and its proof may not be easy. We now calculate and, therefore, the number of duadic codes with another approach.
Theorem 12: Let
, where is odd. Then
Thus the number of duadic codes of length is , the number of duadic codes of length other than Q.R. codes is , and the number of inequivalent duadic codes of length is at least
Proof: Consider the equation (4) Let denote the set of solutions of (4). Here and are regarded as the same. To count the solutions, one only needs to look at the divisors of . This statement is proved as follows.
We state the following three facts. (4) for all is By (5) Clearly, Note that each splitting of gives two subsets , and each has at most cosets. Also for the splitting corresponding to Q.R. codes, each has only one coset. There are, therefore, at least 's such that no two of them are cosets of each other. Also each such gives two inequivalent duadic codes. The last conclusion of this theorem follows.
As a consequence of Theorem 12, we have the following conclusion.
Corollary 13:
The following conclusions are equivalent: 1) is odd; 2) ; 3) the number of duadic codes of length is ; 4) the number of duadic codes of length other then Q.R. codes is . Duadic codes of certain lengths are very rich. Note that the order of modulo a Mersenne prime is and thus is quite large compared with the length . Thus duadic codes of Mersenne prime lengths are very rich. Another interesting class of primes is the Fermat primes . The order of modulo such a is . Thus is also quite large, compared with . The splitting that gives Q.R. codes belongs to . The proof of Theorem 12 gives an explicit way to construct all binary duadic codes for all lengths . Specifically, it gives a binary-tree construction. Let , where is odd, and let be defined as before. The procedure of this construction is as follows.
Step 1: For each do the following. a) Partition into pairs , as described in the proof of Theorem 12.
b) Without loss of generality, we require that . Then fix as the root of a complete binary tree of depth . Write and as the two children of each node at level for all . This completes the binary tree associated with . Taking the union of all subsets of each branch gives an and therefore a splitting .
Step 2: Form the union . This is a very efficient approach, as little computation is needed and we need only to deal with . Also it allows us to construct all duadic codes of all lengths at the same time.
When is odd, the above procedure is simplified as follows.
Step 1: Divide the elements of into the following groups:
Step 2: Fix as the root of a binary tree. Each takes and for , and the values are written at level . Doing this at each level completes the binary tree. The branches of the binary tree give all possible . As an example, we construct the duadic codes of all lengths . Following the above procedure yields the binary tree of Fig. 1 . Each branch gives a set .
As a consequence of Theorem 12, we have the following conclusion. of which the first three give equivalent codes, the last gives all Q.R. codes. Thus there are four inequivalent duadic codes of length . For each prime in there are 44 duadic codes that are given by the 11 splittings described in Table V , which are divided into eight inequivalent classes.
There are 16 possible splittings of that are detailed in Fig. 1 Tables V-IX give all the splittings of and, therefore, all the duadic codes of length .
As a consequence of Theorem 12 and Lemma 11, we have the following conclusion. This is contrary to the minimality of .
The following conclusion follows from our above discussion.
Corollary 19: A duadic code of length is a Q.R. code if and only if its least cyclotomic order is .
Theorem 20: Equivalent duadic codes of length have the same least cyclotomic order.
Proof: Let and be two splittings of , and let and be the duadic codes with idempotents, respectively, Suppose that the two codes are equivalent. Then there is an element such that . Let .
Then . The conclusion then follows from Theorem 17. This result gives a clear meaning of the least cyclotomic order. The smaller the least cyclotomic order, the larger the permutation group of this code could be. On the other hand, the least cyclotomic order means that the duadic code can also be constructed with a splitting of given by cyclotomic classes of order , but not by cyclotomic classes of order , where and is the least cyclotomic order. We now prove this conclusion.
Let denote the cyclotomic classes of order . Suppose that (6) is a splitting of , where is a splitting of . As proven before, the least cyclotomic order of duadic codes given by the splitting is the least positive integer such that
We now prove that the splitting can also be obtained in the same way with cyclotomic classes of order , but cannot be obtained with cyclotomic classes of order , where . Recall that by definition Define Note that divides and for each . It is easily checked that is a splitting given by and (7) This proves the following conclusion.
Theorem 23: The least cyclotomic order of a duadic code is the least positive integer such that can be constructed from cyclotomic classes of order .
Q.R. codes are good examples to explain this. Note that Q.R. codes of length can be constructed from cyclotomic classes of order , where , and also from cyclotomic classes of order . In Tables V-IX, is the least cyclotomic order.
Let be a duadic code. Summarizing the results of this section, we see that is fixed by the following permutations:
, where is the least cyclotomic order. Let denote the group of permutations generated by . Then we have the following conclusion.
Theorem 24:
is a subgroup of the automorphism group of .
It is not clear whether the extended codes of binary duadic codes of prime lengths with odd weights other than Q.R. codes have a transitive group. But if they have, we can prove the following property of their group.
Lemma 25-[8]:
If is a binary duadic code of length with odd weights such that its extended code has a transitive group which contains no normal subgroups, then is a prime and is equivalent to a Q.R. code of length .
The following conclusion then follows from Corollaries 19 and 21 and Lemma 25.
Theorem 26: Let be a binary duadic code of prime length with odd weights and least cyclotomic order . If the extended code of has a transitive group , then must have a normal subgroup.
It follows from Pless [14, proof of Theorem 73] that a code whose extension has a transitive group acting on it has odd minimum weight. From the examples of many duadic codes with even minimum weight we know that the extensions of these codes do not have a transitive group. For the entire group of Q.R. codes we refer to [7] .
V. SOME WEIGHTS IN DUADIC CODES
Cyclotomic numbers are closely related to the weight distribution of some cyclic codes. The weight distribution of binary irreducible cyclic codes is completely determined by cyclotomic numbers of a certain order or by the corresponding Gaussian periods [11] , [13] . For binary duadic codes there are at least two ways to determine some weights with cyclotomic numbers. One is described in Theorems 33 and 40, the other is described as follows.
Let be a prime and , where divides . The cyclotomic classes of order are , where and is a primitive root modulo . When introducing the least cyclotomic order, we have shown that some duadic codes can be constructed by cyclotomic classes of different orders .
The following two lemmas are easy to prove.
Lemma 27:
if is even and otherwise.
Recall that among each pair of duadic codes there is one duadic code with dimension . With the help of Lemma 27 it is not hard to prove that the permutation sending to interchanges the pair of duadic codes if and only if is odd. It is known that is s.o. if the permutation sending to interchanges the two duadic codes [16] . Thus if is odd, some duadic code is s.o. In addition, if , then is doubly-even and all odd weights in the duadic code of dimension are congruent to [16] .
Lemma 28:
if and only if .
The Gaussian polynomials are defined as GF They are called Gaussian periods when is replaced with a primitive th root of unity.
The following result dates back at least to Gauss [6] . The proof is a straightforward application of Lemmas 27 and 28 and the definition of cyclotomic numbers. , , and , we can determine some weights of the forms or in this code for some 's. This means that we can prove that for certain integers , the duadic code has codewords of weight or . Note that as the idempotent of each binary duadic code must be the sum of some Gaussian polynomials plus a constant, this approach applies directly. A good example to illustrate this is a duadic code of length . Note that and . We choose and consider the cyclotomic classes of order , which are , , , , , and , where these are the six -cyclotomic cosets modulo described in Section I. One duadic code given by the splitting has idempotent So this idempotent is the sum of three Gaussian polynomials.
It is easily checked that So and are codewords of this duadic code with Hamming weight . and are codewords with Hamming weight . Note that
The codeword has Hamming weight 20. Similarly, the codeword has Hamming weight . So this duadic code has weights . Other weights of this duadic code may be determined similarly.
VI. CYCLOTOMIC DUADIC CODES OF ORDER FOUR
In Section II we have introduced cyclotomic duadic codes of order . They are defined by splittings of induced by cyclotomic classes of order . Note that the least cyclotomic order of cyclotomic duadic codes of order must divide , but is not necessarily equal to . In the sequel we study cyclotomic duadic codes of certain orders.
Theorem 30: Let and . Hence . Then there are cyclotomic duadic codes of order that are not quadratic residue codes if and only if is a biquadratic residue modulo .
If is a biquadratic residue, there are only two pairs of such cyclotomic duadic codes corresponding to the following splitting: (8) Proof: There are only three possible splittings: the above two and . The last one gives the quadratic residue codes. For the two pairs of (8) Proof: To prove this theorem, we need cyclotomic numbers of order , which are defined as Note that , . In this case, it is proven that , and that there are five possible different cyclotomic numbers [3] , i.e.,
The five constants are where the sign of depends upon the choice of the primitive root modulo , and different choices of the primitive root used to define the cyclotomic classes result in permutations of the cyclotomic numbers. From (9) In particular, represents infinitely many primes.
It is easily seen that is a primitive positive-definite form of discriminant . By Lemma 34 it represents infinitely many prime numbers. Then the following corollary follows from Corollary 32.
Theorem 35: There are infinitely many primes such that there are binary cyclotomic duadic codes of length that are not Q.R. codes.
VII. CYCLOTOMIC DUADIC CODES OF ORDER SIX
Similarly, we can prove the following. Proof: Note that is a quadratic residue modulo if and only if . The conclusion of this lemma then follows from Lemmas 37 and 38.
By Theorem 36 and Lemma 39, binary cyclotomic duadic codes of length and order six that are not Q.R. codes exist if and only if satisfies one of the two conditions of (11) . By Dirichlet's theorem about primes in arithmetic progression, there are infinitely many primes of the forms and . By Lemma 34, there are infinitely many primes of the form . Thus it looks like there are infinitely many primes satisfying one of the two sets of conditions in (11) . But a proof is missing.
Example 3:
. Cyclotomic binary duadic codes of order exist for the five primes. codewords of weights Note that both weights are known from the weights of the idempotent generator and that added to the all-one vector which is in every duadic code of dimension . Only the other two weights are obtained with the help of cyclotomic numbers of order . For the case and , we have results similar to those of Theorem 40.
VIII. CYCLOTOMIC DUADIC CODES OF OTHER ORDERS
Cyclotomic duadic codes of other orders that are not Q.R. codes also exist and are interesting, e.g., of order . The primes, for which binary cyclotomic duadic codes of order and exist are also listed in Table III .
Consider now binary cyclotomic duadic codes of order . Note that . Let be a prime, and let be the cyclotomic classes of order . Similar to the proof of Lemma 38, we can prove that if and only if is both a cubic and biquadratic residue modulo . Then the following conclusion follows from Lemmas 31 and 37: for some and for some and (13) For any prime satisfying (13) , binary cyclotomic duadic codes of length and order that are not Q.R. codes exist. It appears that there are infinitely many primes satisfying (13) , but there is no proof known at present. This is an interesting open problem in number theory.
To deal with binary cyclotomic duadic codes of order , we need to give necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure [4] . They have also constructed several classes of binary cyclotomic codes based on the extended Whiteman's generalized cyclotomy [5] , which are not duadic codes. Our main contributions in this paper are the following. 1) We prove that every binary duadic code of prime length is cyclotomic. 2) We present a cyclotomic construction of all binary duadic codes of prime lengths. Our construction is for families of infinitely many primes, instead of individual primes. This binary-tree construction is now the most efficient approach. 3) We calculate the number of binary duadic codes of a given prime length and the number of duadic codes that are not Q.R. codes. We also give a lower bound on the number of inequivalent duadic codes. 4) We characterize families of primes by the number of duadic codes of length in . 5) We establish a hierarchy for duadic codes that allows us to determine a large permutation group that fixes duadic codes. 6) We give a detailed study of cyclotomic duadic codes of orders , , and some others. 7) We show how to use the parity of cyclotomic numbers and cyclotomic numbers to determine some weights in binary duadic codes.
